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Assimilation of OPERA data 

 Reflectivity radar data from OPERA Internet File Server 

(OIFS) over LACE domain 

 Processed by the Homogenization Of Opera Files (HOOF) 

tool, version 1.9.  

 Read by BATOR 
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Reflectivity assimilation method 

 1D+3D-Var Assimilation Method (Wattrelot et al.,2014) 

 For each reflectivity observation column is made weighted 

average of surrounding model reflectivity profiles. 

 The weight for one model profile is defined as Gaussian 

function of difference between observed reflectivity and model 

simulated reflectivity.  

 Pseudo observed relative humidity column is computed as 

weighted average of relative humidity model profiles with the 

same weights as for reflectivity profiles. 

 Relative humidity is then assimilated by standard 3D-Var. 
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Assimilation of dry observations (undetect) 

 Firstly Minimum detectable reflectivity factor is introduced 

for undetected observation. 

 Secondly there is a change in weights 

 Model profile drier than obs column have weight=1 

 Model profile wetter than obs -- weight is not modified 

 Pseudo RH consist of mainly dry model profiles 
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MDS 

 MDS – min. detectable reflectivity factor at 1km from radar 

 Detection threshold (zthr) – minimum detectable reflectivity 
factor a distance from radar. 

   zthr(r) = MDS + 20log10 (r) 

 

 Automatic computation of MDS was introduced in bator 
CY43t2_op1 at MeteoFrance(computing MDS from DBZH) 

 At CY43t2 is MDS constant for all radars (MDS= -39) 

 New approach: MDS table – one value per radar 
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Automatically computed MDS vary in time 

MDS estimated from DBZH MDS estimated from TH 

Period 20.-29.11.2021, 236 files = 708 scans 

 Automatic algorithm has large variation and in 20% of scans was not able 

to compute MDS from DBZH in tested period. 
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MDS depends on elevation 

 Minimum detectable reflectivity factor could depend on elevation,  

main reason for this is change of pulse width with elevation. 

Red line 
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Deasb noise in dbz 

DBZH TH 

period 25.-28.11.2021  by hour (92 files by ~3 scans =276 scans) 

 DE radars: MDS value is lower when using DBZ compared TH which is surprising. 

Opera preprocessing is introducing some level of noise! 
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dkste 

TH 
DBZH 

 Some Danish radars have constant value of min TH 
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hubud, hupog 

DBZH 

TH 

Some elevations have noise in DBZ and TH 
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nober 

DBZH 
TH 

Most Norwegian radars have this behavior.  
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plbrz 

DBZH 
TH 

Some Polish radars have similar plots.  
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Problems 

 Not constant value of elevation (dk radars, hubud, frtou …) 
 dkbor ele 0.98220794444444  

 dkbor ele 0.98223083333333  

 dkbor ele 0.98226135138888  

 dkbor ele 0.98243684166666  

 dkbor ele 0.98247499027777  

 dkbor ele 0.98260470277777  

 dkbor ele 0.98284115972222  

 dkbor ele 0.98310057916666  

 dkbor ele 0.98310820833333  

 dkbor ele 0.98348964722222 

 More scans in assimilation of the same elevation!!! 
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Problems 

 PL radar are having 

qi_total=0 in the scans 

closest to analysis time (eg. 

0:00utc scan but 23:50 scan 

is OK). 

 This means that DBZH will not 

pass quality control of Bator 

and Polish radars are missing 

in assimilation. 
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Experiments and model setup 

 ALARO NH-v1B: 

 cy43t2ag +mf_op4 or +(mf_op8, MDS table)   

 domain: ∆x 2.3km, 87 vertical levels, 3h clp ARPEGE 

 Upper air analysis – BlendVar scheme, 6h assim cycle 

 Experiments: 

 ALARO without radar observations 

 ALARO with radar obs (automatic MDS setup, mf_op4) 

 ALARO with radar obs ( MDS table + mf_op8 limits dist. for dry obs) 

 Period 14.8.-29.8.2020 
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 Red Alaro without refl 

 Green Alaro refl (+ MF-

cy43t2_op4) 

 Blue Alaro refl 

(+ MDS table, MF-

cy43t2_op8 ) 

 

Reflectivity assimilation reduce cloudiness 
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 Alaro refl (MDS table)  Alaro refl  Alaro without refl 

 

Reflectivity assimilation reduce cloudiness 
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MSG IR 

 

 Alaro refl  Alaro without refl 

 

Reflectivity assimilation reduce cloudiness 
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 Red Alaro refl,  

 Blue Alaro refl (MDS table) – OMG for dry obs slightly better above 5km, significantly less 
assim. dry obs 

 

 

Vertical structure of OMG 
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Conclusion 

 Automated computation of MDS is questionable 

 Problems with radar data 

 Multiple numbers for one elevation 

 Noise in DBZ 

 Polish radars are not assimilated (qi_total=0 and analysis time) 

 Scores 

 Cloudiness reduced. 

 Over all scores are neutral (low sample of TEMP obs). 
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